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People are understandably upset and rattled when they first realize that their government is a private, for-profit, 
mostly foreign owned corporation supposedly here to provide governmental services and doing a very poor job of it. 
In fact, they are in contract default, and strictly speaking, we don’t have to contract with them, pay them, or deal with 
them at all.

It is outrageous, you must admit. They are our EMPLOYEES and we have let them get away with this?

It also alarms most people to realize that this has been going on and developing ever since the Civil War, that the 
Roman Catholic Church is involved, that ELIZABETH II has acted in Breach of Trust and against American interests 
the entire time that Elizabeth II has sat on the British throne — it IS a lot to take in. And it is unsettling.

But, everyone, please calm down. It has been going on for 150 years, and it won’t all get resolved overnight. Also, 
though we have all been defrauded and victimized, let’s also own our share of culpability and if we have to “find 
someone to blame” let the blame start right here with me and you and Roger next door. This has only happened to our 
country because we did not remain vigilant as Jefferson warned us, and because we found hot cars and sports events 
to be intrinsically more interesting than history and civics.

Who knew those dull old subjects could be so vitally important?

Anyway, we have a LOT of people to educate and a lot of pieces of the jigsaw puzzle to nail down and a lot of step-
by-step local actions to take. Please, let those with specific parts of the puzzle come forward now — those with a 
knowledge of the original Thirteenth Amendment, come forward and share. Those with insight into the founding of 
the original United States (Company) and the Treaty of the Delawares, come forward and share. Those who know the 
IRS Scam well enough to beat it, come forward and share. Those who have fought the fight with the British 
government, come forward. Those who placed a claim on abandonment on the Office of The United States Postmaster 
(supposed to be one of three international Trustees defending The United States Trust (1789) — come forward and 
share.

This is a discovery process, and even those of us who have worked on this diligently for decades find that we have 
bits and pieces of it wrong. I find out that I have some detail wrong every other week. I expect that to continue to 
happen. I don’t get upset when it does. I just thank the person who brought the error forward and thank God some 
other American was watching the game and caring enough to pay attention. We are ALL going to make ERRORS in 
this process, but let me suggest that when we do, it is not the end of the world and it is not always anyone’s “fault”. A 
lot of this information has been purposefully obscured, hidden, lost in dusty libraries….to expedite the fraud practiced 
against us. So any idea that this is simple or easy or fool-proof has to end from the outset and we all have to grasp 
both HOW MUCH has already been done by Americans who never got paid a dime and who often paid huge fines 
and spent time in jail to bring us this far, this fast.

Standing here flat-footed, every man, woman, and child in America already owes their heartfelt service in the cause of 
reclaiming our rightful place as the civil sovereigns on the land of these Several states — owes it to the men who 
fought and died believing that they were protecting us, owe it to the men like Bill Benson and Tommy Cryer who 
fought the beast in DC with all they had. Now, it is up to us.

I have suggested a two pronged solution, both a positive and a negative “pole” to provide the currency for this 
operation.

First, we treat the corporation in Washington, DC as a corporation, because that is all it is. It has acted in contract 
default and engaged in criminal activities against its employers, so we need to go to France and contact their ministry 
responsible for chartering corporations and file a complaint requesting liquidation of the UNITED STATES (INC.). 
This is entirely within our right and within their responsibility, but as Pope Benedict said when first approached about 
the ongoing Breach of Trust against The United States Trust (1789) — we have to complain. Someone with standing 
to complain has to stand up and say, hey, look at this! Otherwise, bureaucrats assume that everything is okay, 
especially bureaucrats operating in foreign countries.



Second, we need to do what we are already doing. We need to call public townhall meetings in our counties all around 
the country and educate people about what the government really is, our responsibility to run our own affairs on the 
land, etc., etc., etc., and we have to give notice and hold elections at the same time we are forming our Jural Societies. 
There are no American Courts operational, so we have to build them from the ground up. The Grand Juries are 
organized. Next, the Judges are elected at public meetings of each County, along with a Sheriff and, importantly, a 
Coroner. Coroners hold a very important civil office. They are the only ones able to remove a sitting Governor from 
office.

We should be making every effort to educate the members of the law enforcement and military communities, so they 
understand civil authority and don’t feel threatened. Our civil Sheriffs who hold authority over the land jurisdiction 
will naturally pull rank on them, but that’s the way it is meant to be. If the men currently serving as law enforcement 
employees of the private corporations are amenable to taking the Public Oath of Office and serving as real 
constitutional Sheriffs on the land, and they were born on the land of one of the American States, there is no reason 
that they can’t serve us. The only question becomes — why do they pass through loop for funding their positions? We 
don’t need to give our money to a private corporation to cut pay checks and misdirect our own employees to work for 
them, do we? No. So, there are a lot of details to be resolved, but the end is in view.

Once the American Court System is set up, and Americans are running it — as opposed to members of the BRITISH 
Bar Association, and the Judges, Sheriffs, and Coroners are in place, we need to do a scene out of the old western 
movies. Remember where the Sheriff called for a posse and the men of the town all came and the Sheriff deputized 
them? The words were simple — something like, “I, John Wayne, elected Sheriff of Yuma County, Arizona, hereby 
deputize you men gathered here today to act as my deputies and to faithfully enforce the Public Laws of Arizona and 
keep the peace, Answer by saying, “So help me God”.” They all took the pledge and then the Sheriff said something 
like, “All right then, you are all deputies of Yuma County! Let’s ride!”

So long as the local law enforcement personnel have been duly advised of who you are and what you are doing and 
why, they haven’t got a leg to stand on to oppose you. In fact, they are honor and duty and paycheck bound to HELP 
you. It’s just the middlemen in the middle claiming to “represent” you that need to be dealt with — and that means 
offering them the chance to take their Public Oath of Office and to assist you, or be removed from any presumed 
Public Office — publically — and relegated to their real office as officers of a private, for-profit, mostly foreign 
owned corporation franchise.

Some of these yahoos will have to be arrested, but that’s their choice.

In tandem with setting up the American Court System we need to seize control of our own monetary system. Do you 
all understand that the American Dollar still exists? And that it has always been backed by gold or silver? “Federal 
Reserve Notes” are just look-alike imposters enforced upon you as “legal tender” by a bunch of con artists. Our real 
money is still alive and well and more valuable than ever.

Did you know that we have always had the right to go to the “US Mint” — which is a private business, too, just under 
government contract — plunk down a bunch of silver and have dollars minted? We never had to wait for any “US 
President” to do it. We are fully capable of doing it ourselves.

The move is on to establish American financial institutions, specifically, the Union Reserve of Texas. These 
commodity accounting houses allow investors to invest script money in real, hard assets — and use real money based 
on those investments. With today’s technology we can follow the rise and fall of commodity values almost instant by 
instant, and the value of the commodity you invest in is what you have in your private bank account to access as credit 
on any given day. Sure, the values go up and down, but that’s reality and in the end, reality is all that counts. All this 
make-believe stuff is just that — legal fiction. You have to decide whether you want to live in the real America, or in 
the UNITED STATES — a legal fiction created by foreign lawyers, where “dollars” are debt notes and “spending” 
them just digs you eternally deeper into debt.

Those who choose to live life as real people and as Americans participating in private banks, will be able to sleep at 
night knowing that they are in control of their own assets and not being traded as chips on the stock market and not 
subject to confiscation. That’s a pretty good exchange in return for some “volatility” in the market price of 
commodities.



The Union Reserve of Texas can offer its customers the convenience of a modern debit card based on their investment 
holdings.

So, although your worthless debt notes will be converted into real assets, and the value of those assets will go up and 
down every day, you will be able use a debit card at the grocery store and go on about your business more or less as 
usual — except with the added assurance that your bank account is really yours and that you are invested in 
something more than hot air coming out of Washington, DC.

Are you all liking this? Is this where you want to go? A new American Dream? Are you willing to work hard every 
day to make this happen? If so, there’s nothing stopping you. You see, the rats in Washington, DC, now know for sure 
that the jig is up and that the rest of the world is watching. They know that they have been identified and proven to be 
criminals. They know that their corporation is in proven contract default. They know that any “false flag” they pull 
now will be recognized for what it is. They know that their attempt to replace “FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES” with 
“UNITED STATES TREASURY NOTES” is failing and is recognized as a criminal fraud gambit. They know that 
the two major banking cartels that have colluded together to create this circumstance have been duly investigated, 
caught in criminal activities, and that both the “FEDERAL RESERVE” and the “INTERNATIONAL MONETARY 
FUND” are guilty of fraud, collusion, conspiracy against rights, conspiracy against the Constitution owed to the 
American State Citizens, unlawful conversion, monopoly inducement, inland piracy, enslavement, unlawful 
conscription, false advertising, and the list goes on and on and on. They know that their favorite means of enforcing 
this criminal activity — the IRS, the CIA, certain offices of the DOD — have all been “compromised” and busted.

Vladimir Putin and the Chinese Secretary General and most of the Third World which has suffered and been 
defrauded just as we have been at home, are all staring down their proverbial gun barrels at the rats in Washington, 
DC. To date, 177 nations have joined together in economic alliance and many of those same nations have military 
alignments as well.

The puppet masters of “the United States of America (minor)” — a consortium of “American states” more normally 
thought of as “federal” territories and protectorates — have hit the wall. They are finally caught between a rock and a 
hard place. The American States and American State Citizens on one side, and most of the rest of the world on the 
other. What’s a bankster to do?

Many have either chosen or been “encouraged” to commit suicide. Being a senior employee of JP Morgan Bank has 
become one of the most hazardous professions per capita in the world in recent months. Of course, we don’t advocate 
harming anyone. We are just here to get our country back and clean up the mess.

Let’s remember “Rosie, the Riveter”. Ladies, you are the rock, the house, upon which America stands. When you put 
your minds to it and shove, there isn’t a force on earth that can turn your tide.

Men, let’s remember the boys swarming ashore at Normandy, straight into the maws of German artillery and machine 
gun nests. Are you going to betray them and what they fought for?

It’s D-Day and the war is being fought in your own minds. You have to wake up. You have to start remembering who 
you really are. You have to get outside the box that FDR and his cronies constructed for you.

The real America known as the united States of America has been at peace for 165 years. Our Congress has no 
“emergency powers” whatsoever. Our Congress operates as a non-incorporated fully liable Body Politic. Our 
Congress is solemnly elected by the people inhabiting each State of the Union who qualify to be “electors” — not 
“voters” — and guess what? Our united States senators are all accountable to the legislatures of our states. Our army 
is not called “US Armed Forces Command” — our army is called The Grand Army of the Republic. It is run, staffed, 
and manned by American State Citizens.

And we just told the Joint Chiefs to bring the GAR out of mothballs and, if necessary, deploy it to seize stockpiles of 
armaments that corporate “President” Obama has improperly stored on American State property and which he clearly 
intends to make available to commercial mercenary armies masquerading as “federal agencies” — FEMA, DHS, and 
the rest.



We told them to send the bill for this to the UNITED NATIONS dba IMF dba UNITED STATES, because clearly 
these “institutions” are in contract default and not doing the job that we, their EMPLOYERS, have set for them.

The Office of the Provost Marshal is responsible for coordinating this. Major General David E. Quantock, however, is 
a lawyer, a member of the BRITISH Bar Association, and so far, predictably enough, he hasn’t been doing his real job 
— protecting the American States and the American State Citizens. He must be prevailed upon to do so, and so must 
General Martin Dempsey, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who can’t figure out whether to lick Obama’s 
shoes or his ass.

Do you think that the rest of you, if sufficiently motivated — as in, being in fear for your lives — could lend a hand in 
disseminating this information and expressing your concern to all parties?

Bearing in mind that the members of Congress as it now exists are NOT your representatives, but are instead the 
representatives of the UNITED STATES Corporation acting as foreign envoys back to you — isn’t it about time that 
you told those people that (1) they are in contract default, and (2) they are not representing you, and (3) this horse 
hooey has to stop?
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